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Philippians 1:9-11: A Prayer For Abundant Love
9And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in 
knowledge and depth of insight, 10so that you may be able to discern what 
is best and may be pure and blameless for the day of Christ, 11filled with 
the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ—to the glory 
and praise of God.

 Loving Our Children in a Sexually Confused World:
   •  ___________ full commitment to Christ
   •  Stay ________
   •  Keep _______________
   •  ________ continuously
   •  ______ questions and ____________
   •  ________ endlessly 

 

Biblical love doesn’t travel alone.  
Along with it come truth, discernment, and doing right.

The brain has a hard time distinguishing between that which 
 is _________________ and that which is ________. ~ Daniel Kahneman

Discovering Worldview:
   •  Authority: Who has the right to tell me what to do?
   •  Knowledge: Who knows me best and knows what is best for me?
   •  Trustworthiness: Who loves me and wants what is best for me? 

Additional Thoughts with a Wayward Adult Child:
   •  Treat their ____________________ sin the same way you’d treat their   
       _________________________ sin.
   •  If your child comes back to the faith, it won’t likely be 
       your ___________-speaking that reaches them. It will be your  
       ______________________-keeping that God uses. 
   •  Successful parenting of an adult happens through _________________,  
       not _________________. So relationship-building needs to be your focus,                
       not their rule-keeping. 

NEXT WEEK – FAQ on this series
Email questions to: Podcast@NewHeights.org
Text the word “question” to (360) 694-4985

Resources Suggested:    
   •  Mama Bear Apologetics - by Hillary Morgan Ferrer
   •  Mama Bear Apologetics: Guide to Sexuality - by Hilliary Morgan Ferrer
   •  Irreversible Damage - by Abigail Shrier
   •  Space at the Table - by Brad & Drew Harper
   •  People to Be Loved - by Preston Sprinkle (Homosexuality)
   •  Embodied - by Preston Sprinkle (Gender)

Discuss Worldview Questions:
   •  Where did we come from? God made it.
   •  What went wrong in the world? People ruined it.
   •  How does this get fixed? He rescued it.
   •  Where is all of this headed? He will finish it.

Discuss Worldview of Sexuality:
   •  Where did sexuality come from?
   •  What is the purpose of sex?
   •  What has gone wrong in our world sexually?
   •  What should a sexually broken person do? 
   •  What does God want for us? 
   •  Why did He give us sexual guidelines?


